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Editorial

Improving the management of people
with bronchiectasis in Saudi: A new
beginning
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D

r. AL‑Jahdali and team are congratulated
on producing the first published
nonWestern country‑based management
guidelines[1] for bronchiectasis. The burden
of bronchiectasis is poorly quantified
in most countries, but invariably, the
burden (prevalence and severity) would
be more severe in developing countries
compared to developed countries. Yet,
until the availability of the Saudi Thoracic
Society (STS) guidelines,[1] the few available
published guidelines on bronchiectasis have
been from developed Western countries,[2,3]
with the first being available only in 2002,[4]
written as a position statement. Country
and/or population specific guidelines are
important for best practice clinical care
for several reasons. As summarized by
Woolf et al., “weighing the magnitude of
the difference between the benefits and
downsides to develop a recommendation
also requires the knowledge of the likely
absolute effects for a specific population or
situation.”[5] Specifically for bronchiectasis,
there are several reasons that include;
first, the relative prevalence of underlying
etiologies differs among various settings and
countries. Thus, routine testing appropriate
in some settings may be inappropriate in
others. Examples include bronchiectasis
related to tuberculosis infection or HIV is
highly prevalent in some countries but rare
in others. Second, the major differences of
health systems among countries require
country‑specific recommendations. People
with bronchiectasis are under the medical
care by primary health practitioners in some
countries but under specialists in others.
Third, population‑specific guidelines are
more likely to have specific recommendations.
The importance of this relates to the fact that
clinical practice guideline formats influence
practice whereby specific guidelines are
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significantly more effective than non‑specific
ones. [6] Thus, this first national Saudi
bronchiectasis guideline[1] produced by STS
is a commendable start in a setting where the
true prevalence of bronchiectasis is likely
higher than in developed Western countries.
Not surprisingly, there are similarities
between the STS guidelines[1] and existing
published national guidelines [2,3] from
Western countries. However, there are also
key differences among these guidelines.
The key differences reflect local Saudi data
and health systems and these include the
particular attention to Mycobacterium
tuberculosis, the indication for surgery,
choice of antibiotics, airway clearance, use
of noninvasive ventilation and intersection
between primary, secondary, and tertiary
care. Furthermore, the several inconsistencies
within these existing guidelines which
reflect the lack of published data and an
adult‑type approach. An example is the
recommendation in the British Thoracic
Society guideline; [2] “All children and
adults with bronchiectasis should have
an assessment of lower respiratory tract
microbiology”[2] yet the stated indication
for routine bronchoscopy in children is
only when bronchiectasis affects a single
lobe. However, in many young children
obtaining lower airway specimens is simply
not possible without a bronchoscopy. In
contrast, the indication for bronchoscopy
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in both the Saudi[1] and Australia and New Zealand
guidelines[3] are broader and includes right middle lobe
syndrome and to obtain a microbiological specimen in
those who cannot expectorate.
The STS guidelines [1] also advocated appropriate
research, for example, the need for a national study to
determine the common underlying etiologies among
the Saudi population and how much conditions such
as tuberculosis, genetic diseases, and other causes are
contributing to bronchiectasis. The increased rates of
consanguinity in Saudi[7,8] would theoretically increase
the risk of otherwise rare recessive conditions like severe
primary immunodeficiency.[9] As advocated by the STS
guidelines,[1] an epidemiological study of the prevalence
of bronchiectasis and the associated morbidity and
mortality in Saudi Arabia would greatly help in the push
toward bringing this topic into the public health domain.
Guidelines may be evaluated in many ways, and current
standards recommend specific standardized method
tools such using the Appraisal of Guidelines for Research
and Evaluation‑II tool (www.agreetrust.org/agree‑ii).
With future updates of this first STS guideline for
bronchiectasis, [1] further specific formulation of
recommendations and using such a tool to enhance
further development would be advantageous. At this
point, assuming that the guideline will be effectively
implemented in all levels of health care, the arrival of the
STS guidelines for bronchiectasis[1] is a new beginning in
Saudi to improved diagnosis and care of this worldwide
under‑recognized condition.
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